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American Wedding (2003) Quiz 1

1. Jim and Michelle are at a restaurant celebrating their college graduation. Jim plans to propose to Michelle 
but receives a phone call from his dad who informs him he has forgotten what?

2. Noah Levenstein arrives at the restaurant and starts talking to Jim about the proposal which causes 
Michelle to bump her head. What was Michelle doing under the table?

3. What is Stifler's role at East Great Falls High?

4. Who does Jim wish to exclude from his wedding because of his obnoxious behaviour?

5. What does Stifler agree to teach Jim if he allows him at the wedding?

6. Which city does Jim, Steve Stifler, Paul Finch and Kevin Myers travel to, to find the designer (Leslie 
Sommers) who makes the wedding dress Michelle wants? 

7. What is the name of Michelle's younger sister who flies in for the wedding?

8. Which two characters are attracted to Michelle's younger sister with both of them trying to win her over?

9. Stifler did not tell Jim about his bachelor party who, unknowingly invited Michelle's parents to dinner at his 
home. Who does Michelle's mother find in a closet, blindfolded, stripped to his boxers and tied to a chair?

10. Who poses as a butler at Jim's bachelor party?

11. Does Jim eventually succeed in getting Michelle's parents blessing to marry their daughter?

12. Why does Jim's paternal grandmother disapprove of the wedding?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The engagement ring
2. Giving Jim Fellatio
3. Assistant Football Coach
4. Steve Stifler
5. How to dance
6. Chicago

7. Cadence
8. Finch and Stifler
9. Kevin
10. Bear
11. Yes
12. Michelle is not Jewish
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